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lucky luke makes the acquaintance of ma dalton at cactus junction and he quickly realizes that the saying âlike mother
like sonâ has never been so true ma is regarded as an eccentric and amusing old lady for example she holds up the
shopkeepers as she does her shopping but everything changes when her sons escape from prison and joe dalton passes
himself off as his mother and starts holding up banks in the area lucky luke always on the watch follows the trail of the
dalton family thanks to rin tin can join lucky luke and dad on many real life fishing adventures avec pour seul
compagnon son cheval jolly jumper l homme qui tire plus vite que son ombre fait régner l ordre et la justice dans un far
west de fantaisie mille fois plus vrai que le vrai poursuivant les terribles frères dalton ou croisant la route de divers
personnages historiques lucky luke nous fait découvrir dans la bonne humeur les dessous de la conquête de l ouest a gang
operating around nugget city is attacking stage coaches to steal gold shipments after rescuing the driver of one of them
lucky luke arrives in town just in time to stop the murderous intents of a cheat pursuing the scoundrel after an epic bar
fight luke finds out he s a member of the gang and will have to arrest him and the others before riding on to new
adventures on the other side of the rio grande at the funeral of old baddy everybody is moved except ready who has
waited for the 100 year old man s death a long time in order to buy his ranch unfortunately the old fellow has an heir
waldo a tenderfoot who arrives straight from his native england accompanied by his butler jasper two worlds clash the
ancient so refined and the new equally rustic grand duke leonid of russia is in washington to sign a commercial treaty on
behalf of the tsar but this larger than life aristocrat has read too much fennimore cooper and wants to visit the west the us
government is forced to agree to his whim but wisely chooses lucky luke to escort him to the cattle capital of the west
abilene a good thing too because the russian grand duke encounters real american desperadoes on his visit at the end of the
civil war many former soldiers turn to a life of crime to survive joss jamon and his gang are among the worst of such men
after sacking the town of los palitos they arrange for lucky luke to be arrested for their crimes the lonesome cowboy a
rope already around his neck is forced to make a deal with the angry citizens bring the real bandits back within six
months or hang as he roams with his horse jolly jumper always seeking new adventures lucky luke meets two suspicious
characters denver miles and colorado bill together they arrive on the outskirts of a deserted city gold hill which counts
only one inhabitant the old man powell is the sole survivor of a gold rush that he has not given up on despite years
without success he continues to work his mine which denver and colorado soon try to take over any way they can but
lucky luke who has taken a liking to the old man is looking out for him and will save him from many troubles mulligan s
western circus his troop lion and elephant arrive in town under the escort of lucky luke zilch a rich businessman and
organizer of the annual grand rodeo thinks the circus is going to compete with his business and does everything to
prevent it from putting on a show he even engages killer for hire rattlesnake joe but in the end his attempts will provide
unexpected publicity for the circus on with the show calamity jane saves lucky luke from a delicate situation a friendship
is quickly formed and they arrive together in el plomo where calamity jane proves by her manners and her strength that
sheâs not a weak woman she acquires the local saloon by winning an arm wrestling match its ex owner august oyster is
hopping mad and has only one obsession to send her packing during this time lucky luke tries to clear up a dark affair
involving arms traffic the story of robin hood has made a strong impression on jesse james and he would like to become a
bandit with a big heart like his hero with the help of his brother frank and his cousin cole younger he decides to steal
from the rich and redistribute the loot to the poorâŚ but soon the trio is keeping the stolen money and spreading terror
wherever they go at nothing gulch lucky luke is more than ready for them but will he be able to rid the town of these
desperados when the population terrorized does nothing to help him a wagon train of pioneers drives through nothing
gulch en route to california its ill tempered driver is sent away by the passengers and lucky luke is asked to step in and
replace him he accepts amused by this fun group when the wagon train moves off again the trouble begins a mystery
vandal keeps trying to sabotage the expedition but lucky luke needs a lot more than that to make him turn back austrian
professor otto von himbeergeist arrives in the new world with some very strange ideas criminals are victims of their past
and can be cured of their lawlessness to prove his theories the scientist intends to travel to the wild west and attempt to
reform the worst possible outlaws of the land what better targets than the baddest dumbest bandits ever the dalton
brothers and who will be tasked with keeping a close watch on the experiment with some unexpected but always
hilarious results why lucky luke of course felps decides to plant lettuce on his property but rancher cass caseyâs herds
regularly ransack felpsâ land furious he hires lucky luke for protection from casey felps wants to surround his property
with barbed wire which in the old west is regarded as a provocation and so war is declared between the ranchers and the
farmers lucky luke will need all his skills as a mediator to reconcile everybody just as the infamous daltons are being
transferred to a mexican prison robbers attack the van and âkidnapâ the daltons without realising it disappointed with
their booty they decide to hang the four brothers in order to save their lives brother joe offers to share all his knowledge
of organised crime with the leader of the bandits don emilio meanwhile the governor sends lucky luke to their rescue big
surprise for the lonesome cowboy a rich widow and admirer of his exploits has bequeathed him a 250 acre cotton
plantation in louisiana thrust into the role of a rich landowner welcomed as one by his white neighbours he will have to
fight to gain the trust of his terrified black employees and split his heritage among them a goal towards which he ll
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receive help from the local cajun community and from the daltons in this new volume lucky luke has to clean out a
whole city fenton town so named because after being abandoned by the pioneers who founded it it has been taken over
by dean fenton a desperado of the worst sort fenton town has become the most depraved city in all of texas lucky luke
makes a short visit to townâjust the time needed to put fenton in prison and chase out the remaining rabble but soon the
dalton brothers take up the torch and following fentonâs ideas create dalton city exclusively reserved for gangsters they
even capture lucky luke and force him to help them at last lucky luke is getting a hardback collected edition with the
first adventures of the lonesome cowboy after 70 years of life and almost 70 translated volumes it was high time english
speaking readers were offered a hardback collected edition this first volume contains the first seven adventures of lucky
luke previously published as volumes arizona rodeo and dick digger s gold mine and offers an unrivalled insight into the
evolution of the character in terms of design as well as personality the extras available make up a whooping 48 pages of
illustrations photographs biographies essays and anecdotes on morris and the origins of luke a must read for any true fan of
this legend of the west this third volume in the collection brings us to the very edge of absolute greatness with two later
far more mature solo outings doc doxey s elixir including manhunt and phil wire including lucky luke and pill were first
published in 1955 and 1956 and already luke was much closer to the cowboy that we now have in mind followed by rails
on the prairie the first collaboration between morris and goscinny that would usher in 30 years of a legendary
collaboration these stories are prefaced by a staggering 46 pages of extra material biographies essays interviews illustrations
that will delight every fan avec pour seul compagnon son cheval jolly jumper l homme qui tire plus vite que son ombre
fait régner l ordre et la justice dans un far west de fantaisie mille fois plus vrai que le vrai poursuivant les terribles frères
dalton ou croisant la route de divers personnages historiques lucky luke nous fait découvrir dans la bonne humeur les
dessous de la conquête de l ouest lucky luke enters a small town to drop off at the sheriff s office a young man who tried
to steal jolly jumper a few miles down the road in the middle of nowhere he suddenly finds himself threatened by a little
girl young rose and her brother are currently alone in their cabin after the mysterious disappearance of their parents luke
will have to investigate but also take care of two particularly wild and undisciplined children gold has been found in the
klondike a remote region in the canadian far north jasper the manservant of tenderfoot waldo went to try his luck and
vanished worried about his man waldo calls upon his old friend lucky luke the two men will have to make the dangerous
trip to the klondike only to face all those who in that desolate inhospitable land will stop at nothing in order to fleece their
fellow man arriving in cattle gulch lucky luke runs into an unexpected scene an apparent crackpot called ovid byrde is
about to get lynched the man s revolutionary opinions animal welfare and the sanctity of life aren t particularly well
received in this town full of ranchers and cowboys after luke intervenes though the locals simply ignore byrde until he
suddenly finds gold and a pack of unscrupulous bandits take advantage of the poor idealist to establish a vegetarian
dictatorship when a former convict at the penitentiary where rin tin can works passes away he leaves his entire fortune
to the stupidest dog in the west the inheritance includes multiple buildings in virginia city including most of chinatown
which isn t to everyone s taste even worse the will states that if anything should happen to rin tin can everything would
then pass onto joe dalton following the inevitable escape of the four daltons lucky luke will have to protect the canine
millionaire lucky luke is contacted by a rich individual with an unusual request he wants to hire the lonesome cowboy to
escort his stepdaughter gisella on a trip across the wild west he wants her to see for himself the hard life of settlers and
frontiersmen at least once before she settles into a comfortable married life luke arranges a few fake safe incidents to
entertain the young woman but she s no shrinking violet and tends to charge headlong into trouble the lonesome cowboy
is not having a good day out of tobacco arriving at night and under pouring rain in the small mining settlement of froggy
town he soon finds himself in conflict with two of the bone brothers somewhat infamous local figures unfortunately luke
s reputation precedes him and when the townspeople ask him to investigate a hold up in place of the sheriff none other
than james bone the tension ratchets up another notch marcel dalton is the dalton brothers swiss uncle he is not only
honest but a banker to boot having purchased a small bank in the us he decides to hire his nephews to force them to make
a honest living although he s assisted by lucky luke they have their work cut out for them especially since as if the
ingrained instincts of the four dumbest bandits in the west weren t enough there s also the small matter of the
competition a very unscrupulous banker é returned to their penitentiary by lucky luke for the umpteenth time the
daltons meet a troubling character dunkle a self proclaimed prophet fond of fiery speeches his continual preaching
eventually converts the ever hapless averell soon all five escape together and find refuge in a friendly welcoming
community where they sow chaos and discord each in their own way unaware that lucky luke is already tracking them
once again luke is called to the penitentiary though for once the daltons haven t escaped they have however just learned
that their cousin emmett last survivor of the original dalton gang has a son and that averell was chosen as his godfather
now lucky luke has to accompany the dumbest bandits in the west to the young boy s house as averell has been
temporarily entrusted with his education a job that his brothers see as an excellent opportunity to get rich the old west
was full of itchy trigger fingers but also had its share of hemp necktie enthusiasts lucky luke is not a fan of such summary
justice and when he interrupts an improvised hanging with no less than three ropes for a single man he runs afoul of an
unpleasant individual with a knack for manipulating bored and drunk crowds seven short stories by goscinny and his
friends and illustrated by morris himself pure lucky luke concentrate passing through new orleans lucky luke stumbles
upon a heated argument between two steamboat captains the argument soon turns into a wager whichever boat reaches
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minneapolis first after steaming up the mississippi will win the exclusive rights to the route captain barstow quickly
invites luke to travel on his daisy belle fearing that his opponent will cheat and while he s not wrong the biggest danger
to both boats remains old man river himself having accepted the sheriff s job in red city lucky luke arrives to find a town
entirely under the control of pat poker a ruthless gambler cheat and saloon owner and his henchmen his horse clothes and
revolver stolen luke decides to pass himself off as a harmless bumbling tenderfoot all the better to study his opponents and
catch them unaware still pat won t give up easily and keeping him behind bars might require some additional work kid
luck still travelling with old timer arrives in mushroom city after months in the wild they re both glad to find a place
where they can have some fun while the old gold miner has every intention to enjoy himself though he immediately
sends luke straight to school a horrible sentence for the young cowboy in the making who is about to meet a quartet of
already nasty little brats and a pistolero with somewhat flexible morals when a huge bounty is posted on a cheyenne man
for the apparent theft of a pedigree horse the bounty hunter elliot belt will stop at nothing to pocket it not even at
triggering a new indian war if he has to lucky luke must juggle keeping him in check appeasing the irate cheyenne and
trying to save the suspected thief from old west style summary justice a cheerful homage to the golden age of hollywood
westerns everyone knows joe jack william and averell dalton the four dumbest desperadoes in the old west and the worst
enemies of lucky luke s holidays but before them luke had also encountered their cousins real life legends of the west bob
grat bill and emmett when these four began making too much trouble luke was called to get rid of them fortunately for
him they weren t much brighter than their successors but they did provide plenty of entertainment even a hero from
the far west needs a vacation from time to time and looking after a few swiss cows seems like the perfect opportunity for
lucky luke these milk cows happen to produce the precious substance necessary for the production of authentic swiss
chocolate the west has just discovered cocoa and chocolate should soon be a commodity in all mouths and yet between
vicious autograph hounds the chief of the chicoree tribe and two cowboys whose frustrated love leads to even more
frustrating brawling will lucky luke end up yearning for a reunion with the daltons



Lucky Luke - Volume 6 - Ma Dalton 2012-11-22T00:00:00+01:00 lucky luke makes the acquaintance of ma dalton at cactus
junction and he quickly realizes that the saying âlike mother like sonâ has never been so true ma is regarded as an
eccentric and amusing old lady for example she holds up the shopkeepers as she does her shopping but everything
changes when her sons escape from prison and joe dalton passes himself off as his mother and starts holding up banks in
the area lucky luke always on the watch follows the trail of the dalton family thanks to rin tin can
Lucky Luke Tome 6 : Canyon Apache 2002-01-08 join lucky luke and dad on many real life fishing adventures
Fishing Adventures 6 Pack 2024-03 avec pour seul compagnon son cheval jolly jumper l homme qui tire plus vite que
son ombre fait régner l ordre et la justice dans un far west de fantaisie mille fois plus vrai que le vrai poursuivant les
terribles frères dalton ou croisant la route de divers personnages historiques lucky luke nous fait découvrir dans la bonne
humeur les dessous de la conquête de l ouest
Las aventuras de Lucky Luke 1988 a gang operating around nugget city is attacking stage coaches to steal gold shipments
after rescuing the driver of one of them lucky luke arrives in town just in time to stop the murderous intents of a cheat
pursuing the scoundrel after an epic bar fight luke finds out he s a member of the gang and will have to arrest him and
the others before riding on to new adventures on the other side of the rio grande
Lucky Luke - Tome 6 - Hors-La-Loi 2010-03-26T00:00:00+01:00 at the funeral of old baddy everybody is moved except
ready who has waited for the 100 year old man s death a long time in order to buy his ranch unfortunately the old fellow
has an heir waldo a tenderfoot who arrives straight from his native england accompanied by his butler jasper two worlds
clash the ancient so refined and the new equally rustic
Lucky Luke - Volume 55 - Arizona 2016-01-22T00:00:00+01:00 grand duke leonid of russia is in washington to sign a
commercial treaty on behalf of the tsar but this larger than life aristocrat has read too much fennimore cooper and wants to
visit the west the us government is forced to agree to his whim but wisely chooses lucky luke to escort him to the cattle
capital of the west abilene a good thing too because the russian grand duke encounters real american desperadoes on his
visit
Lucky Luke - Volume 13 - The Tenderfoot 2013-03-25T00:00:00+01:00 at the end of the civil war many former soldiers
turn to a life of crime to survive joss jamon and his gang are among the worst of such men after sacking the town of los
palitos they arrange for lucky luke to be arrested for their crimes the lonesome cowboy a rope already around his neck is
forced to make a deal with the angry citizens bring the real bandits back within six months or hang
Lucky Luke - Volume 29 - The Grand Duke 2013-03-25T00:00:00+01:00 as he roams with his horse jolly jumper always
seeking new adventures lucky luke meets two suspicious characters denver miles and colorado bill together they arrive
on the outskirts of a deserted city gold hill which counts only one inhabitant the old man powell is the sole survivor of a
gold rush that he has not given up on despite years without success he continues to work his mine which denver and
colorado soon try to take over any way they can but lucky luke who has taken a liking to the old man is looking out for
him and will save him from many troubles
Lucky Luke - Volume 27 - Lucky Luke Versus Joss Jamon 2013-03-25T00:00:00+01:00 mulligan s western circus his troop
lion and elephant arrive in town under the escort of lucky luke zilch a rich businessman and organizer of the annual
grand rodeo thinks the circus is going to compete with his business and does everything to prevent it from putting on a
show he even engages killer for hire rattlesnake joe but in the end his attempts will provide unexpected publicity for the
circus on with the show
Lucky Luke - Volume 2 - Ghost Town 2012-11-22T00:00:00+01:00 calamity jane saves lucky luke from a delicate situation
a friendship is quickly formed and they arrive together in el plomo where calamity jane proves by her manners and her
strength that sheâs not a weak woman she acquires the local saloon by winning an arm wrestling match its ex owner
august oyster is hopping mad and has only one obsession to send her packing during this time lucky luke tries to clear up
a dark affair involving arms traffic
Lucky Luke - Volume 11 - Western Circus 2013-03-25T00:00:00+01:00 the story of robin hood has made a strong
impression on jesse james and he would like to become a bandit with a big heart like his hero with the help of his brother
frank and his cousin cole younger he decides to steal from the rich and redistribute the loot to the poorâŚ but soon the trio
is keeping the stolen money and spreading terror wherever they go at nothing gulch lucky luke is more than ready for
them but will he be able to rid the town of these desperados when the population terrorized does nothing to help him
Lucky Luke - Volume 8 - Calamity Jane 2012-11-22T00:00:00+01:00 a wagon train of pioneers drives through nothing
gulch en route to california its ill tempered driver is sent away by the passengers and lucky luke is asked to step in and
replace him he accepts amused by this fun group when the wagon train moves off again the trouble begins a mystery
vandal keeps trying to sabotage the expedition but lucky luke needs a lot more than that to make him turn back
Lucky Luke - Volume 4 - Jesse James 2012-11-22T00:00:00+01:00 austrian professor otto von himbeergeist arrives in the
new world with some very strange ideas criminals are victims of their past and can be cured of their lawlessness to prove
his theories the scientist intends to travel to the wild west and attempt to reform the worst possible outlaws of the land
what better targets than the baddest dumbest bandits ever the dalton brothers and who will be tasked with keeping a
close watch on the experiment with some unexpected but always hilarious results why lucky luke of course
Lucky Luke - Volume 9 - The Wagon Train 2012-11-22T00:00:00+01:00 felps decides to plant lettuce on his property but



rancher cass caseyâs herds regularly ransack felpsâ land furious he hires lucky luke for protection from casey felps wants
to surround his property with barbed wire which in the old west is regarded as a provocation and so war is declared
between the ranchers and the farmers lucky luke will need all his skills as a mediator to reconcile everybody
Lucky Luke - Volume 23 - A Cure for the Daltons 2013-03-25T00:00:00+01:00 just as the infamous daltons are being
transferred to a mexican prison robbers attack the van and âkidnapâ the daltons without realising it disappointed with
their booty they decide to hang the four brothers in order to save their lives brother joe offers to share all his knowledge
of organised crime with the leader of the bandits don emilio meanwhile the governor sends lucky luke to their rescue
Lucky Luke - Volume 7 - Barbed Wire on the Prairie 2012-11-22T00:00:00+01:00 big surprise for the lonesome cowboy a
rich widow and admirer of his exploits has bequeathed him a 250 acre cotton plantation in louisiana thrust into the role of
a rich landowner welcomed as one by his white neighbours he will have to fight to gain the trust of his terrified black
employees and split his heritage among them a goal towards which he ll receive help from the local cajun community
and from the daltons
Lucky Luke - Volume 10 - Tortillas for the Daltons 2012-11-22T00:00:00+01:00 in this new volume lucky luke has to
clean out a whole city fenton town so named because after being abandoned by the pioneers who founded it it has been
taken over by dean fenton a desperado of the worst sort fenton town has become the most depraved city in all of texas
lucky luke makes a short visit to townâjust the time needed to put fenton in prison and chase out the remaining rabble
but soon the dalton brothers take up the torch and following fentonâs ideas create dalton city exclusively reserved for
gangsters they even capture lucky luke and force him to help them
Lucky Luke - Volume 77 - A Cowboy in High Cotton 2021-02-18T00:00:00+01:00 at last lucky luke is getting a hardback
collected edition with the first adventures of the lonesome cowboy after 70 years of life and almost 70 translated volumes
it was high time english speaking readers were offered a hardback collected edition this first volume contains the first
seven adventures of lucky luke previously published as volumes arizona rodeo and dick digger s gold mine and offers an
unrivalled insight into the evolution of the character in terms of design as well as personality the extras available make up
a whooping 48 pages of illustrations photographs biographies essays and anecdotes on morris and the origins of luke a must
read for any true fan of this legend of the west
Lucky Luke - Volume 3 - Dalton City 2012-11-22T00:00:00+01:00 this third volume in the collection brings us to the very
edge of absolute greatness with two later far more mature solo outings doc doxey s elixir including manhunt and phil
wire including lucky luke and pill were first published in 1955 and 1956 and already luke was much closer to the
cowboy that we now have in mind followed by rails on the prairie the first collaboration between morris and goscinny
that would usher in 30 years of a legendary collaboration these stories are prefaced by a staggering 46 pages of extra
material biographies essays interviews illustrations that will delight every fan
Lucky Luke - Volume 1 - The Complete Collection 2019-09-20T00:00:00+02:00 avec pour seul compagnon son cheval jolly
jumper l homme qui tire plus vite que son ombre fait régner l ordre et la justice dans un far west de fantaisie mille fois
plus vrai que le vrai poursuivant les terribles frères dalton ou croisant la route de divers personnages historiques lucky
luke nous fait découvrir dans la bonne humeur les dessous de la conquête de l ouest
Lucky Luke 1962 lucky luke enters a small town to drop off at the sheriff s office a young man who tried to steal jolly
jumper a few miles down the road in the middle of nowhere he suddenly finds himself threatened by a little girl young
rose and her brother are currently alone in their cabin after the mysterious disappearance of their parents luke will have
to investigate but also take care of two particularly wild and undisciplined children
Lucky Luke - The Complete Collection - Volume 3 2019-11-21T00:00:00+01:00 gold has been found in the klondike a
remote region in the canadian far north jasper the manservant of tenderfoot waldo went to try his luck and vanished
worried about his man waldo calls upon his old friend lucky luke the two men will have to make the dangerous trip to
the klondike only to face all those who in that desolate inhospitable land will stop at nothing in order to fleece their fellow
man
Lucky Luke - Tome 5 - Lucky Luke contre Pat Poker 2010-03-26T00:00:00+01:00 arriving in cattle gulch lucky luke runs
into an unexpected scene an apparent crackpot called ovid byrde is about to get lynched the man s revolutionary opinions
animal welfare and the sanctity of life aren t particularly well received in this town full of ranchers and cowboys after
luke intervenes though the locals simply ignore byrde until he suddenly finds gold and a pack of unscrupulous bandits
take advantage of the poor idealist to establish a vegetarian dictatorship
Lucky Luke - Untamed 2024-04-22T00:00:00+02:00 when a former convict at the penitentiary where rin tin can works
passes away he leaves his entire fortune to the stupidest dog in the west the inheritance includes multiple buildings in
virginia city including most of chinatown which isn t to everyone s taste even worse the will states that if anything
should happen to rin tin can everything would then pass onto joe dalton following the inevitable escape of the four
daltons lucky luke will have to protect the canine millionaire
Lucky Luke (english version) - Volume 74 - The Klondike 2020-05-22T00:00:00+02:00 lucky luke is contacted by a rich
individual with an unusual request he wants to hire the lonesome cowboy to escort his stepdaughter gisella on a trip
across the wild west he wants her to see for himself the hard life of settlers and frontiersmen at least once before she
settles into a comfortable married life luke arranges a few fake safe incidents to entertain the young woman but she s no



shrinking violet and tends to charge headlong into trouble
Lucky Luke - Volume 82 - Rin Tin Can's Ark 2022-12-22T00:00:00+01:00 the lonesome cowboy is not having a good day
out of tobacco arriving at night and under pouring rain in the small mining settlement of froggy town he soon finds
himself in conflict with two of the bone brothers somewhat infamous local figures unfortunately luke s reputation
precedes him and when the townspeople ask him to investigate a hold up in place of the sheriff none other than james
bone the tension ratchets up another notch
Lucky Luke (english version) - Volume 75 - Rin Tin Can's Inheritance 2020-08-21T00:00:00+02:00 marcel dalton is the
dalton brothers swiss uncle he is not only honest but a banker to boot having purchased a small bank in the us he decides
to hire his nephews to force them to make a honest living although he s assisted by lucky luke they have their work cut
out for them especially since as if the ingrained instincts of the four dumbest bandits in the west weren t enough there s
also the small matter of the competition a very unscrupulous banker
Lucky Luke - Volume 80 - The Alibi 2021-10-20T00:00:00+02:00 é returned to their penitentiary by lucky luke for the
umpteenth time the daltons meet a troubling character dunkle a self proclaimed prophet fond of fiery speeches his
continual preaching eventually converts the ever hapless averell soon all five escape together and find refuge in a
friendly welcoming community where they sow chaos and discord each in their own way unaware that lucky luke is
already tracking them
The Man Who Shot Lucky Luke 2022-05-20T00:00:00+02:00 once again luke is called to the penitentiary though for once
the daltons haven t escaped they have however just learned that their cousin emmett last survivor of the original dalton
gang has a son and that averell was chosen as his godfather now lucky luke has to accompany the dumbest bandits in the
west to the young boy s house as averell has been temporarily entrusted with his education a job that his brothers see as
an excellent opportunity to get rich
Lucky Luke (english version) - Volume 72 - Marcel Dalton 2019-05-20T00:00:00+02:00 the old west was full of itchy
trigger fingers but also had its share of hemp necktie enthusiasts lucky luke is not a fan of such summary justice and
when he interrupts an improvised hanging with no less than three ropes for a single man he runs afoul of an unpleasant
individual with a knack for manipulating bored and drunk crowds seven short stories by goscinny and his friends and
illustrated by morris himself pure lucky luke concentrate
Lucky Luke (english version) - Volume 73 - The Prophet 2019-08-20T00:00:00+02:00 passing through new orleans lucky
luke stumbles upon a heated argument between two steamboat captains the argument soon turns into a wager whichever
boat reaches minneapolis first after steaming up the mississippi will win the exclusive rights to the route captain barstow
quickly invites luke to travel on his daisy belle fearing that his opponent will cheat and while he s not wrong the biggest
danger to both boats remains old man river himself
Lucky Luke - Volume 78 - The Dalton Uncles 2021-05-20T00:00:00+02:00 having accepted the sheriff s job in red city
lucky luke arrives to find a town entirely under the control of pat poker a ruthless gambler cheat and saloon owner and
his henchmen his horse clothes and revolver stolen luke decides to pass himself off as a harmless bumbling tenderfoot all
the better to study his opponents and catch them unaware still pat won t give up easily and keeping him behind bars
might require some additional work
Lucky Luke - Volume 81 - The Hanged Man’s Rope and Other Stories 2022-09-22T00:00:00+02:00 kid luck still travelling
with old timer arrives in mushroom city after months in the wild they re both glad to find a place where they can have
some fun while the old gold miner has every intention to enjoy himself though he immediately sends luke straight to
school a horrible sentence for the young cowboy in the making who is about to meet a quartet of already nasty little brats
and a pistolero with somewhat flexible morals
Lucky Luke - Volume 79 - Steaming Up the Mississippi 2021-06-18T00:00:00+02:00 when a huge bounty is posted on a
cheyenne man for the apparent theft of a pedigree horse the bounty hunter elliot belt will stop at nothing to pocket it not
even at triggering a new indian war if he has to lucky luke must juggle keeping him in check appeasing the irate
cheyenne and trying to save the suspected thief from old west style summary justice a cheerful homage to the golden age
of hollywood westerns
Lucky Luke 2011 everyone knows joe jack william and averell dalton the four dumbest desperadoes in the old west and
the worst enemies of lucky luke s holidays but before them luke had also encountered their cousins real life legends of
the west bob grat bill and emmett when these four began making too much trouble luke was called to get rid of them
fortunately for him they weren t much brighter than their successors but they did provide plenty of entertainment
Lucky Luke - Volume 44 - Lucky Luke versus Pat Poker 2014-03-28T00:00:00+01:00 even a hero from the far west needs
a vacation from time to time and looking after a few swiss cows seems like the perfect opportunity for lucky luke these
milk cows happen to produce the precious substance necessary for the production of authentic swiss chocolate the west has
just discovered cocoa and chocolate should soon be a commodity in all mouths and yet between vicious autograph hounds
the chief of the chicoree tribe and two cowboys whose frustrated love leads to even more frustrating brawling will lucky
luke end up yearning for a reunion with the daltons
Lucky Luke - Volume 76 2020-10-22T00:00:00+02:00
Lucky Luke - Volume 26 - The Bounty Hunter 2013-03-25T00:00:00+01:00



Lucky Luke - Volume 47 - Outlaws 2014-12-05T00:00:00+01:00
Lucky Luke - Swiss Bliss 2021-11-17T00:00:00+01:00
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